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Abstract-We have developed a new approach for performing
high-bandwidth adaptive optics. Our approach is based on using
massively parallel analog wavefront sensing, reconstruction, and
compensation. We refer to our integrated adaptive optics system
as a “silicon eye” because it operates in many ways analogous to
biological retinas. In addition to speed, the silicon eye offers
advantages in cost, size, and power consumption.  In this paper,
we discuss designs for massively parallel wavefront sensors,
active pixel centroid circuits, analog wavefront reconstructors,
and MEMs micro-mirrors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Research Laboratory’s (AFRL) aggressive
pursuit of reducing the size and weight of satellite systems for
advanced space missions is providing a vital thrust to the
development of systems-on-a-chip. Adaptive optics
technologies offer tremendous potential in reducing the
weight and cost of space-based optical systems [1]. In
addition to reductions in weight and cost, the adaptive optics
techniques presented offer advantages in speed and power
consumption. At the heart of the adaptive optic systems is a
VLSI hybrid wavefront reconstructor chip. By allowing much
of the processing to be in the analog domain, the processing
throughput is increased beyond what purely digital systems
can achieve. Moreover, high accuracy can be achieved. This
approach also naturally supports analog feedback control for
the continuous positioning of individual mirrors or actuators
in an adaptive optic element for a variety of applications.

The processor architecture, a hybrid of digital and analog
design approaches, has inherent re-programmability that
enables it to be adapted to a variety of optical processing
algorithms, mirror types, and operating conditions. The
architecture also enables the system to adapt to
environmentally induced defects, such as radiation
degradation of the electronics, failure of mirror elements, or
shock damage to the optics.  The wavefront processor can be
used with virtually all wavefront sensors, including
Hartmann, shearing, phase diversity, phase unwrapping, and
correlation wavefront sensors.

II. HARTMANN WAVEFRONT SENSOR

The operation of a Hartmann wavefront sensor (WFS) is
illustrated in Fig. 1. For a typical Hartmann wavefront sensor,
the number of subaperture tilts to be processed will be
approximately two times the number of actuators in the
deformable mirror. The time for processing a sample tilt
measurement---from the time of the detector readout to the
updating of the actuator drive signal---is assumed no greater
that 100 microseconds, with 50 microseconds allocated to the
reconstructor delay.  There are certain accuracy requirements
for the various algorithms. For example, it is assumed that the
output of the wavefront reconstructor prior to the time-
integrators is maintained at no less than eight bits of
accuracy. These requirements are based on an overall Strehl
budget for reconstructor imperfections of 5%. At this time we

simply state that such an analysis of requirements is both
possible and desirable.

Referring to Fig. 1, a lenslet array is placed in a conjugate
pupil plane in order to sample the incoming wavefront. If the
wavefront is plane, each lenslet forms an image of the source
at its focus as illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig.1. If the
wavefront is aberrated, each lenslet receives a tilted
wavefront in its first approximation and forms an image out
of axis in its focal plane [2]. Mathematically this can be
expressed as
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Fig. 1: Operation of a Hartmann wavefront sensor.

The measure of image position gives directly the angle of
arrival of the wave for each lenslet. Hence, we obtain a map
of the local wavefront slopes on an array of subapertures.

 Usually, the Shack-Hartmann WFS requires the use of a
reference plane wave, generated from a reference source in
the instrument, in order to calibrate precisely the focus
positions of the lenslet array. A good feature of this sensor is
the simultaneous determination of the slopes in the x and y
directions by the measurement of the image position.

The main drawback to the Shack-Hartmann WFS is the
required computing load for centroiding and reconstruction
when using a large number of pixels per subaperture.  For this
reason, we propose using active pixels to compute the
centroid of each lenslet spot. The advantage of active pixel
light sensors is that the position, or centroid, of each
subaperture can be computed in parallel at extremely high
bandwidths. Moreover, if the centroids are computed using
analog circuitry, direct interface to the wavefront
reconstructor chip is possible, since it, too, is analog.
Additionally, the actuators for the MEMs micro-mirrors are
analog, making direct interface from the wavefront
reconstructor chip to the micro-mirror possible. Thus, we
avoid cumbersome analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog
conversions. Because the VLSI circuit emulates the retina in



many ways and the micro-mirrors act like a deformable lens,
we refer to the silicon adaptive optics systems as a “silicon
eye.”

III.ANALOG POSITION SENSORS

Active pixel technologies offer tremendous advantages in
massively parallel silicon-based architectures [3]. For our
silicon eye, we fabricated at the University of New Mexico
Center for High Technology Materials (UNM CHTM) a
simple planar back-to-back Schottky-barrier Si position
sensor. This detector enables high bandwidth (up to 1 GHz),
nm-scale position displacements independent of spot size.

Experimental results show that the position accuracy is on
the order of 5 nm and independent of spot size. The ability to
interface a detector with each node of the reconstructor chip
enables the entire system to be implemented at higher
bandwidths than conventional adaptive optics architectures.

IV.WAVEFRONT RECONSTRUCTOR

The floorplan of a 16 x 16 wavefront reconstructor chip [4]
is shown in Fig. 2.  The floorplan resembles that of a static
RAM [5].  The chip was fabricated in a 1.2-µm n-well CMOS
process.  Row and column decoders permit one to write
analog centroid information directly into each cell.  After
several hundred microseconds, the results of the reconstructor
chip can be scanned out via the high-speed output buffer.
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Fig. 2: Floorplan of the 16 x 16 wavefront reconstructor.

Fig. 3 shows the schematic of an interior cell of the
wavefront reconstructor chip.  A sample and hold circuit
stores the input voltage on an input capacitor.  An operational
transconductance amplifier converts the input voltage into a
bi-directional current.  That current is injected onto the cell
node and its effect is spread to four nearest neighbors through
CMOS resistors biased in the ohmic region.  After allowing
the analog network to settle, the output voltage can be
sampled through the source follower readout circuitry.  The
cell can be reset to ground via a reset line in order to be able

to compensate for the DC offset voltage in the source
follower.  A final feature of the interior cell is that it is
possible to inject a static DC current through a current mirror
for testing the array.
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Fig. 3: Schematic of wavefront reconstructor cell.

We have taken static measurements of the 16 x 16
reconstructor chip.  The source follower readout circuitry
introduces a systematic attenuation of 0.8 V/V and DC offset
of –1V compared to the actual voltage in the cell.  The
maximum variation in the offset voltage along a single row in
the array was +/-6mV.  Variation in the gain was not
measured.

Fig. 4 shows chip measurements along the 7th row of the
array.  Each curve corresponds to a different amount of
constant current injection.  The curve at 0 nA corresponds to
the interior cells being reset to 0V.  Both positive and
negative current injection shows the characteristic bowl
shape.  Nonlinear saturation effects in the CMOS resistors are
evident for the two extreme amounts of current injection,
+104 nA and –106 nA.

Fig. 4: Voltages from row 7 of the 16 x 16 reconstructor chip.

Data measured from an 8 x 8 static reconstructor chip [6] is
shown in Fig. 6.  A constant current of 100 nA is injected into
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each node.  A small-signal resistance of 200 kΩ exists
between neighboring cells.  The boundary voltages are all
fixed at 0V.  From Fig. 6 we see the characteristic bowl
shape, as expected.

Fig. 5: Data from a static 8 x 8 reconstructor chip.

V. MEMS MICRO-MIRRORS

The recent advent of micro-electro-mechanical (MEMs)
technology offers a new approach for the construction of cost
effective spatial light modulators (SLM) for use in adaptive
optics systems [7].  Similar to liquid crystal displays (LCDs),
the MEMs technology takes advantage of the a well
established industrial investment in cost effective
manufacturing methods.

Micro-machining offers an improvement in overall
performance and reduction of cost of micro actuators as
compared to LCDs.  This technology uses low voltages and is
CMOS compatible.  In addition, MEMs devices offer low
power consumption, large amplitude and phase modulation,
digital control, large dynamic range, and extremely high
bandwidth.  The high bandwidth is due to their small size.
Finally, the MEMs technology can provide devices with very
low weight, making them entirely suitable for space
applications.

The overall design of the micro-mirrors shown in Fig. 6
includes refinement of our current practices for producing
high active-area-coverage piston mirror arrays.  AFRL
currently has a test die containing an 8x8-piston mirror array
fabricated in the four-layer planarized SUMMiT process at
Sandia National Laboratories.  Testing of this and follow-on
arrays will yield a final array with optical and electrical
characteristics which far exceed any piston micro-mirror
currently available in any laboratory.  Fig. 6 (b) shows the
8x8-mirror array.

The overall design of the micro-mirrors shown in Fig. 6
includes refinement of our current practices for producing
high active-area-coverage piston mirror arrays.  AFRL
currently has a test die containing an 8x8-piston mirror array
fabricated in the four-layer planarized SUMMiT process at
Sandia National Laboratories.  Testing of this and follow-on
arrays will yield a final array with optical and electrical

characteristics which far exceed any piston micro-mirror
currently available in any laboratory.  Fig. 6 (b) shows the
8x8-mirror array.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 6: MEMs micro-mirrors fabricated using Sandia National
Laboratories’ SUMMiT process. (a) Details of a typical
flexure beam piston micromirror which takes full advantage
of the SUMMiT process and (b) 8x8 micro-mirror array.
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